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ABSTRACT 

Microarray gene expression profiles provide valuable answers to a variety of 

problems, and contributes to advances in clinical medicine. Gene expression data 

typically has a high dimension and a small sample size. Gene selection from 

microarray gene expression data is a challenge due to high dimensionality of the 

data. The number of samples in the microarray dataset is much smaller 

compared to the number of genes as features. To extract useful gene information 

from cancer microarray data and reduce dimensionality, selection of significant 

genes is necessary. An effective method of gene feature selection helps in 

dimensionality reduction and improves the classification performance. 

Experimental results suggest that appropriate combination of filter gene 

selection methods is more effective than individual techniques for microarray 

data classification. In this paper, we propose a two-layered feature selection 

method. In the first layer, t-test statistical method is used to remove the features 

that have little correlation with the classification results. In the second layer, 

line segment approximation method is used to transform the feature subset into 

a less dimensional feature space. Four well known classifiers kNN, SVM, NBC, 

DT were used to verify the performance of the proposed feature selection 

algorithm on binary class microarray data. The experimental results show that 

the proposed method can effectively select relevant gene subsets, and achieves 

higher classification accuracy. 

Keywords: Microarray gene expression data, significant genes, feature selection, 

line segment approximation 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Microarray technology has become an essential tool 

in functional genomics for monitoring the expression 

of many genes in parallel. The process of extracting 

the required knowledge from the microarray gene 

data remains an open challenge. In order to retrieve 

the required information, gene classification is vital. 

However, the task is complex because Gene 

expression Microarray datasets are usually of very 

high dimensions and a small number of samples [1, 2, 

3]. This makes it very difficult for many existing 

classification algorithms to analyse this type of data. 

In addition, Gene expression Microarray data contain 

a high level of noise, irrelevant and redundant data. 

http://ijsrcseit.com/
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All these attribute to unreliable and low accuracy 

analysis results. 

 

Some researchers proposed to do gene selection prior 

to cancer classification. Performing gene selection 

helps to reduce data size thus improving the running 

time. More importantly, gene selection removes a 

large number of irrelevant genes which improves the 

classification accuracy [4, 5, 6]. Feature selection also 

helps biologists to focus on the selected genes to 

further validate their biological hypotheses [7].  

In the context of pattern recognition, genes are 

usually treated as features and the gene selection 

problem can be solved as a feature selection problem. 

Generally, the feature selection methods can be 

classified into three categories: the filter, the wrapper 

and the embedded methods [8, 9, 10]. The filter 

method employs intrinsic properties of a feature 

without considering its interaction with other 

features, and the selection procedure is independent 

of the classifier. While in the wrapper method, a 

classifier is usually built and employed as the 

evaluation criterion. If the criterion is derived from 

the intrinsic properties of the classifier, the 

corresponding feature selection method is named as 

the embedded method. In embedded algorithms [11, 

12, 13], feature selection occurs by the internal 

mechanisms of the classification algorithm. 

Embedded approaches are said to solve at the same 

time feature selection and classification. In the first 

stage the dimensionality is reduced using a feature 

selection technique embedded within a classification 

model and in the second stage, a standard 

classification technique is applied to the resulting set 

of features. The selection step is followed by a 

predictive model learning step [14, 15, 16, 17]. 

 

Ensemble techniques represent a relatively new class 

of methods for feature selection. The idea of ensemble 

in biological data analysis originates from combining 

multiple classifiers for improving sample classification 

accuracy. Similar to the technique of ensemble 

classification [18], ensemble method is adopted for 

feature selection [19] to increase the stability of 

feature selection algorithms. It is a method of 

aggregating outputs of more than one feature selector. 

The underlying principle behind these methods is 

that genes that are considered significant by different 

measures may have genuine biological relevance 

compared to genes selected by a single measure [20]. 

It has been adopted and increasingly used in feature 

selection of high-dimensional data [21]. Ensemble 

techniques might be used to improve the robustness 

of feature selection techniques. 

 

The proposed multilevel feature selection method is 

an ensemble technique, consisting of two main levels. 

In the first level, the statistical feature selection 

method t-test which selects the discriminative 

features based on importance of ranking and features 

correlations is used. The second level is the feature 

approximation method, which reduces the size of the 

feature space by the proposed line segment 

approximation method.  Then the reduced feature set 

is given to classifier for sample classification.  

 

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The ensemble idea in supervised learning has been 

investigated since the late seventies. [22]suggests 

combining two linear regression models. Where, the 

first linear regression model is fitted to the original 

data and the second linear model to the residuals. 

There are two categories of ensemble techniques 

multi-expert systems and multistage systems. 

Multiexpert system is one in which different 

classifiers work in parallel and each one will give its 

own decision and final decision is made using a 

combiner. AdaBoost (Adaptive Boosting), a multi-

expert system, was first introduced in [23], is a 

popular ensemble algorithm that improves the simple 

boosting algorithm via an iterative process. Some 

other examples for multiexpert systems are voting [24] 

mixture of experts [25] and stacked generalization 
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[26]. Multistage system uses serial approach and is 

called cascading system. In this system the next 

classifier is consulted for sample classification only 

when the previous classifier is not confident on its 

decision and rejects the sample.  By designing a 

multistage ensemble system with small number of 

classifiers, we can get good accuracy with less 

computation cost, memory usage and time. Cascading 

uses the benefits of multistage properties and does not 

consult all classifiers on all instances and thus reduces 

classification time. Cascading, the multistage method 

of information fusion is discussed in [27, 28]. Where, 

a sequence of classifiers are ordered under some 

conditions and the next classifier is only considered 

for patterns refused by the previous classifiers. The 

advantage of a cascading system is that, an earlier 

classifier handles major cases and a complex classifier 

in the next stage is only utilized with a small 

possibility hence not increasing the complexity 

greatly. A two stage classifier architecture for text 

document classification is used in [29] to 

automatically handle rejections, where, documents 

can be either classified or rejected at the first stage 

and the rejected documents are automatically 

classified at the second stage. A two-stage cascading 

scheme for iris recognition is presented by [30] and 

results prove that the cascading classification system 

outperforms single classifier. A registration method of 

cascading two fingerprint registration schemes is 

designed by [31] and a series of experiments validate 

the effectiveness of the multi-stage strategy. In [32], a 

decision boundary for the binary class datasets is 

obtained using the statistical method of confidence 

interval. 

 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

 

Figure 1 shows the stages in our proposed model. 

 

A. Data normalization 

Before performing a data mining activity it is required 

to prepare or represent the data in a form which will 

be appropriate for mining. Normally the feature value 

ranges widely in different databases. Thus training 

the model with these values may mislead the model 

to a different direction [33]. Due to this reason 

features are scaled to a specified range and the process 

of scaling is termed as data normalization. In this 

work min-max normalization is used and the feature 

values are scaled within 0 to 1.  

 

C. Proposed line segment approximation method 

 

The top ranked genes are now summarized into lesser 

number of features by our proposed line segment  

approximation method as explained below: 

 

Successive feature values fi, fi+1, fi+2 … fi+m are 

assimilated into a line segment, if the points (i, fi), (i+1, 

fi+1), . . . (i+m,fi+m) are almost on a line. This can be 

inferred by comparison of slopes of adjacent points. 

For example, (i, fi), (i+1, fi+1), (i+2, fi+2) are 

approximated by a line if the slope of line joining first 

two points is approximately equal to the slope of line 

joining later two points. 

 
Figure 1: Proposed framework for 

feature subset selection and 

classification 

B. T-test Ranking 

We have used student t-test statistical method to 

identify significant genes in each group [34, 35]. T-

test is a parametric method, it finds features where 

mean value is maximum between groups and 

variability is minimum within each group.  Genes 
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with higher t-scores are considered important, as they 

show significant difference between groups. The test 

is performed on each gene and the genes are sorted in 

descending order of t-statistic value so that the most 

significant genes can be selected. A t score of each 

gene is calculated using equation (1). 

 

t =
(𝜇1 − 𝜇2)

√(
𝑠1

2

𝑛1
+ 

𝑠2
2

𝑛2
)

                                 (1) 

 

where,  t is the t score,  μ1   μ2   are sample mean, s1 s2 

are sample standard deviation, n1  n2  represent 

number of samples in the two classes class1 and class2. 

 

That is, if  |(fi+1 - fi) – (fi+2 - fi+1)| ≤  ε. We conducted 

experiments on a range of thresholds and ε is set to 

0.5. ‘n’ successive feature values are approximated by 

a single line segment, if the slopes of line joining 

adjacent points are nearly equal. Thus the features are 

transformed into fewer number of line segments. 

 

A feature vector may have any number of line 

segments. We then compute average slope of all the 

line segments of a feature vector. The transformed 

symbolic features are the number of line segments 

and the average slope of all line segments. The process 

is repeated for all samples. Each feature set is 

represented by a feature descriptor of the form V= 

(v1,v2, v3,v4), where v1 is the number of line 

segments, v2 is the average slope of these line 

segments, v3 is the first feature of the sample and v4 

is the last feature of the sample. The number of line 

segments and average slope may be same for two or 

more samples. To distinguish such samples we have 

included two more features v3 and v4. Thus, the 

number of features is reduced to 4. The number of 

line segments 

and the average slope will be same for samples from 

the same class. Instead of computing individual 

expression values, we need comparison of only 4 

feature values after one transformation to line 

segment. The process is repeated for all top ranked 

genes. The number of  features in each sample for 

final classification is 4. Example of line segments 

generated for feature values of some sample in 

leukemia  dataset  is  shown  in Figure 2. From Figure 

2, it is evident that, in the range of feature number 0 

to 4, four features are collinear and are approximated 

to two features. Similarly, seven features in the range 

of feature number 16 to 22 are approximated to four 

features. 

 

We used the following parameters for the classifiers:  

In k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) classification 

algorithm[36] Euclidean distance metric is used and 

experiments are conducted for k=1,3,5,7 and best 

results are reported. For Support vector machine 

(SVM) classifier[37], a linear kernel is used. For 

Decision trees (DT) [38] method, 10 is the minimum 

parent size and 1 is the minimum leaf size. In the 

Naïve Bayes classification(NBC) algorithm [39] a 

kernel distribution was used with predictors. 
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Figure 2 : Approximation of line segments 

 

IV. DATA SETS AND EXPERIMENTS  

The binary class microarray datasets used in our 

experimentation are summarized in Table 1. The 

number of samples and number of genes in each 

dataset is also given. The datasets are normalized to 

have zero mean and unit standard deviation. 

                        TABLE I 

Description of the binary class microarray Datasets 

 

Dataset Genes(m) Samples(N) 

Leukemia 7129 72 

Prostate 6033 102 

CNS 7129 34 

DLBCL 5470 77 

Ovarian 4000 216 

Breast 4348 97 

 

For evaluation we have used the leave-one-out cross-

validation method, as microarray datasets have very 

few samples. Accuracy is used as the performance 

measure. For experimentation, we have used WEKA 

data mining tool [40]. 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Results of the experiments conducted on six binary 

class microarray datasets is given in this section. Table 

II below, shows the classification accuracy for the 

datasets with various classifiers.  The first column has 

the result of classification accuracy for the original 

data without feature selection and the next column 

shows the accuracy obtained with the proposed the 

multilevel feature selection method. From table II it is 

evident that compared to the original data, accuracy is 

increased by a maximum of 8% after applying the 

proposed line segment approximation method. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper presents a multilevel gene selection 

algorithm to effectively classify the binary class 

microarray gene expression data. When the results 

are compared with those of similar algorithms, the 

proposed method yielded a higher level of accuracy. 

The time and  

storage cost of the algorithm is very appealing, 

making it optimal for big data. The method can 

further be improved by using efficient gene selection 

method. 

 

TABLE II. Accuracy obtained for the original data and 

for the reduced data 

 

Dataset Classifier 

Accuracy (%) 

Original 

data 

t-test + 

proposed 

method 

Leukemia 

kNN 91.67 98.61 

SVM 95.83 98.61 

NBC 87.5 91.67 

DT 94.44 98.61 

Prostate 

kNN 86.27 96.1 

SVM 92.16 97.4 

NBC 83.33 97.4 

DT 85.29 89.61 

DLBCL 

kNN 92.16 96.08 

SVM 88.24 95.10 

NBC 82.45 88.24 

DT 82.35 86.35 

Ovarian kNN 85.65 89.35 
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SVM 91.2 98.15 

NBC 82.29 83.33 

DT 80.9 85.19 

Breast 

Cancer 

kNN 93.44 95.88 

SVM 93.81 96.91 

NBC 89.22 94.85 

DT 85.29 96.91 

CNS 

kNN 88.24 95.12 

SVM 85.29 94.12 

NBC 85.29 88.24 

DT 80.15 88.24 
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